Flowers Speak Up!
Having a communication language of their own, flowers are the easiest way to express your feelings. A
flower is a simple way of expressing what is in your heart. Thus, sending flowers exhibit true love and
devotion. The different shapes, sizes and colors, each reveal their distinctive meaning in their own
manner.
Red‐ ‘I love you’ or ‘I admire you.’ A color as intense as red, symbolizes deep affection and admiration.
Send beautiful red flowers to your beloved on Valentine’s Day and anniversaries to reveal your true
love.
Blue‐ ‘I’m thinking of you.’ Blue is a color of depth, thoughts and mystery blended into one. Send some
fresh blue flowers to your loved one to say ‘you are in my thoughts always.’
Pink‐ ‘I’m happy to be with you.’ As pink signifies youth and energy; reveal the energy of your love by
sending pink flowers. It is not easy to express your love in a new relationship so to be accepted, instead
of costly gifts, go for fresh pink flowers.
Violet‐ ‘You are my passion.’ Violet is the color for passion and faithfulness. By sending fresh violet
flowers, you can let people know of your immense passion.
Yellow‐ ‘I’m sorry or ‘Welcome back.’ Yellow is the color of friendship and new starts. If you are looking
for ways to apologize, send yellow flowers to your loved one.
White‐ ‘My heart is pure.’ White is the color of peace and purity. Prove the honesty of your love by
sending fresh white flowers. Show your commitment by delivering fresh flowers to your loved ones
doorstep by same day flower delivery.
As for bouquets, you can choose a combination of colors to express your feelings;
Red and white‐ a bouquet of red and white flowers show complete commitment throughout. Sending
gifts along with a bouquet of fresh flowers add a life to your expression.
Red and yellow‐ often given in celebrations, red and yellow flowers are a pleasant way of being a part of
someone’s happiness. You can deliver flowers as gifts on a cheery occasion to add colors to the
celebration.

